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Times of India 
NSE, Singapore bourse team up to launch trading in GIFT City 
23 October 2021 
 
A little over three years after leading Indian bourses had threatened to cut ties with Singapore Stock Exchange, the 
National Stock Exchange (NSE) on Friday signed a deal with SGX that will enable global investors to trade all 
derivative contracts based on NSE’s products at Gujarat’s GIFT City. Once the link between the two bourses 
stabilises, popular derivative contracts like SGX Nifty and products based on NSE’s other indices could be traded on 
the new platform that will be run by SGX India Connect IFSC, the joint venture company. The new trading platform 
will also allow global investors to trade in derivative products based on Indian stocks and indices from early morning 
(for investors in Japan) till late in the night (for those investors residing in the US), officials said. In early 2018, 
prodded by the markets regulator Sebi, Indian bourses had decided to not allow trading in derivative products based 
on Indian stocks and indices since it was feared that allowing such trading would take away global investors from 
Indian bourses to foreign bourses. The new arrangement between NSE and SGX will allow global investors to trade in 
derivative products based on Indian stocks and indices on a platform that is under India’s jurisdiction. 
During the day, SGX India Connect IFSC also opened its office in GIFT City and announced that it would launch GIFT 
Data Connect. Through this connectivity, global investors will get real-time access to Nifty’s trading data, a release 
from the NSE said. The opening up of the new office and the data connection will enable global investors to use live 
NSE data to fine-tune their trading strategies ahead of the formal launch in a few months, an official said. 
 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/nse-singapore-bourse-team-up-to-launch-trading-in-
gift-city/articleshow/87215454.cms 
 
Economic Times 
NSE launches data connect with SGX via Gift City 
23 October 2021 

Foreign funds trading in Indian derivatives through Singapore Exchange (SGX) will start having access to live price 

feeds of Nifty from International Financial Services Centre (IFSC), Gift City, Gandhinagar. On Friday, the National 

Stock Exchange (NSE) launched data connectivity with the SGX through IFSC. This is seen as the first step towards 

migrating the Nifty trades happening on SGX to India. NSE had cancelled the data-sharing agreement with SGX back 

in 2018 due to which the SGX traders received only the end of the day price information and all the real-time price 

data feeds were no longer available to them. Now, they can access the real-time data from IFSC, said people privy to 

the development. "This market data connect will allow the SGX members to read the price data Nifty derivative 

products at NSE IFSC in real time, which will help them to fine tune their trading strategies in preparation for the 

connect to go live," said Vikram Limaye, managing director, the National Stock Exchange. 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/nse-launches-data-connect-with-sgx-via-gift-

city/printarticle/87217469.cms 

  

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/nse-singapore-bourse-team-up-to-launch-trading-in-gift-city/articleshow/87215454.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/nse-singapore-bourse-team-up-to-launch-trading-in-gift-city/articleshow/87215454.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/nse-launches-data-connect-with-sgx-via-gift-city/printarticle/87217469.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/nse-launches-data-connect-with-sgx-via-gift-city/printarticle/87217469.cms
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Business Standard 
NSE-SGX Gift City connect could go live around Vibrant Gujarat next Jan 
Nifty derivatives contracts are among the most traded on the SGX 
23 October 2021 
 
The proposed trading link between Singapore Exchange (SGX) and the National Stock Exchange (NSE) at the GIFT City 
IFSC could become operational early next year. 
Known as NSE-SGX Gift Connect, it will enable the Singapore bourse’s clients to trade in Nifty derivatives at the NSE 
IFSC. Nifty derivatives contracts are among the most traded on the SGX. They are used by global investors to hedge 
their India exposure. 
“We look forward to full-fledged operation of the NSE IFSC-SGX connect at GIFT city around the Vibrant Gujarat 
Summit likely to be held in January 2022,” said Tapan Ray, managing director and group chief executive officer, GIFT 
City. 
He was speaking at an event organised to mark the inauguration of SGX’s office at GIFT City, which will also house a 
data centre — Market Data Connect. 
GIFT CONNECTION 
Known as NSE-SGX Gift Connect, it will enable the Singapore bourse’s clients to trade in Nifty derivatives at the NSE 
IFSC 
Nifty derivatives contracts are among the most traded on the SGX 
The NSE-SGX GIFT City connect has been in the works for many years now 
“With this further progress, which we have made by setting up this subsidiary of SGX in GIFT IFSC and also opening 
up of GIFT Data connect, we should be able to operationalise and commence by the year end,” said Injeti Srinivas, 
chairman, IFSC Authority. The NSE-SGX GIFT City connect has been in the works for many years now. It was proposed 
after Indian bourses decided to end licensing agreements with their foreign counterparts in 2018. 
“The launch of the Market Data Connect brings us one step closer towards operationalising the NSE IFSC -SGX 
connect at GIFT IFSC. This will allow the SGX members to read the price data of Nifty derivative products at NSE IFSC 
in real time, which will help them to fine tune their trading strategies in preparation for the connect to go live,” said 
Vikram Limaye, MD and CEO, NSE. Loh Boon Chye, CEO, SGX, added: “The GIFT Data Connect enables SGX’s 
international members to access real-time trading data of Nifty contracts via our derivatives trading platform, giving 
investors unrivalled insights into India’s equity market.” 
 
https://www.business-standard.com/article/markets/nse-sgx-gift-city-connect-could-go-live-around-vibrant-gujarat-
next-jan-121102200988_1.html 
  

https://www.business-standard.com/article/markets/nse-sgx-gift-city-connect-could-go-live-around-vibrant-gujarat-next-jan-121102200988_1.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/markets/nse-sgx-gift-city-connect-could-go-live-around-vibrant-gujarat-next-jan-121102200988_1.html
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Mint 
Singapore Exchange opens office in Gift City, NSE-SGX Connect may start in Jan 
SGX said that the National Stock Exchange of India (NSE) in India has helped it to facilitate the establishment of the 
exchange’s presence in Gift City. 
22 October 2021 
 
SGX said that the National Stock Exchange of India (NSE) in India has helped it to facilitate the establishment of the 
exchange’s presence in Gift City. 
The Gift Data Connect will enable SGX’s international members to access real-time trading data of Nifty contracts via 
their derivatives trading platform, giving investors insights into India’s equity market. Full operation of the NSE – IFSC 
SGX connect at GIFT city is expected to start around the Vibrant Gujarat Summit likely to be held in January 2022. 
The Gift Data Connect will enable SGX’s international members to access real-time trading data of Nifty contracts via 
their derivatives trading platform, giving investors insights into India’s equity market. Full operation of the NSE – IFSC 
SGX connect at GIFT city is expected to start around the Vibrant Gujarat Summit likely to be held in January 2022. 
Vikram Limaye, managing director and chief executive officer, NSE said that the launch of the Market Data Connect 
has brought a step closer towards operationalising the NSEIFSC SGX Connect at Gift IFSC. “This Market Data Connect 
will allow the SGX members to read the price data of Nifty derivative products at NSEIFSC in real time which will help 
them to fine tune their trading strategies in preparation for the connect to go live," he said. 
Limaye informed that teams are working closely to setup the Connect infrastructure to ensure smooth transition of 
trading in Nifty derivatives to NSEIFSC. “In this endeavour we are engaging with SGX and NSEIFSC members and 
international participants for seamless trading access in Gift City. 
“With mutual growth and liquidity as our focus, we are working together to serve market participants around the 
world and create value for our customers. We are delighted that Gift City, India’s first IFSC, shares our ambition to 
drive capital flows and economic growth. GIFT City has embarked on many initiatives to establish itself as a regional 
hub for international financial services, and a leading gateway for global capital flows into and out of India," said Loh 
Boon Chye, CEO, SGX. 
 
https://www.livemint.com/market/stock-market-news/singapore-exchange-opens-office-in-gift-city-nse-sgx-
connect-may-start-in-jan-11634909082841.html 
 
Hindu Business Line 
SGX inaugurates offshore office at GIFT-IFSC 
22 October 2021 
 
Set to launch GIFT Data Connect for access to real-time trade data 
The Singapore Stock Exchange (SGX) on Friday inaugurated its first offshore office in India at International Financial 
Services Centre (IFSC) at GIFT City in Gandhinagar. This brings the nation closer to bringing popular trading products 
such as SGX Nifty Futures onto Indian soil. 
SGX, through its India entity, SGX India Connect IFSC, also announced the upcoming launch of GIFT Data Connect — a 
market data infrastructure to set up the NSE IFSC-SGX Connect, which was announced about two years ago. 
GIFT Data Connect allows SGX’s international members to access real-time trading data of NSE’s Nifty contracts 
conveniently and seamlessly. 
The opening of the SGX office at GIFT City is expected to encourage other subsidiary companies from Singapore to 
establish their offices there. 
In his comments, Tapan Ray, Managing Director, GIFT City, termed the entry of SGX to GIFT IFSC as a landmark step 
and hoped for “full fledge operation of the NSE - IFSC SGX connect to start around the Vibrant Gujarat Summit in 
January 2022.” 
Loh Boon Chye, CEO at SGX, said, “Through GIFT Data Connect, we will bring capital markets together in innovative 
and sustainable ways with the trust and efficiency that SGX is known for,” he said, adding that through GIFT City, SGX 
looks to expanding its collaboration. The NSE IFSC-SGX Connect will facilitate investor access and enhance capital 
flows with Nifty at its heart. 
Vikram Limaye, CEO, NSE, stated that the Market Data Connect would allow SGX members to read the price data of 
NIFTY derivatives products list on the NSE - IFSC in realtime. This, according to Limaye, “will help them to fine tune 
their trading strategies in preparation for the connect to go live.” 

https://www.livemint.com/market/stock-market-news/singapore-exchange-opens-office-in-gift-city-nse-sgx-connect-may-start-in-jan-11634909082841.html
https://www.livemint.com/market/stock-market-news/singapore-exchange-opens-office-in-gift-city-nse-sgx-connect-may-start-in-jan-11634909082841.html
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“NSE along with SGX is committed to have the unified orderbook in NIFTY Products at GIFT City at the earliest,” he 
added. 
Data connect infra NSE and SGX teams are working to set up the data connect infrastructure to ensure smooth 
transition of trading in Nifty derivatives to NSE-IFSC. 
Injeti Srinivas, Chairman, International Financial Services Center - Authority (IFSCA) termed the development a win-
win for SGX and NSE as it will further boost global capital flows and will support India’s endeavour to integrate the 
global financial systems and position IFSC as the gateway for capital flows into and out of country. 
“A lot of investments are looking for reliable, sustainable destinations for investments. We will be a natural 
destination for sustainable finance flows,” he said adding that green finance, sustainable finance, fintech, social 
capital all these areas will have an important role in the backdrop of the challenging times of climate change. 
 
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/sgx-inaugurates-offshore-office-at-gift-ifsc/article37122074.ece 
 
Indian Express 
NSE-SGX platform may help Indian firms raise foreign capital: IFSCA 
Tapan Ray, Group CEO of GIFT City, said the development between NSE and SGX will “chart the course for trading of 
SGX NIFTY products on Indian soil through the IFSC platform at GIFT City”. 
22 October 2021 
 
The NSE IFSC-SGX Connect platform that is expected to become operational in GIFT City by the end of 2021, could 
help Indian companies raise foreign capital in future, said Injeti Srinivas, chairperson, International Financial Services 
Centres Authority (IFSCA), on Friday. 
Addressing the gathering at the formal opening of Singapore Exchange (SGX) offshore office in GIFT campus, Srinivas 
said, “Singapore is a well established and highly acknowledged global financial hub. As far as (GIFT) IFSC is 
concerned, it is India’s endeavour to integrate with the global financial system and position the IFSC as the gateway 
for capital flows in and out of the country… One of the most important prerequisites for India’s growth and 
aspiration to become a five trillion dollar economy, is global capital flows… A lot of investments are looking for 
reliable, sustainable destinations for investments, and I think India will be one of the preferred destinations.” 
Talking about the NSE IFSC-SGX Connect — an initiative between National Stock Exchange (NSE) and SGX to 
collaborate in trading stock index based products, Srinivas said the platform is expected to become operational by 
the end of 2021. 
“Right now it is for NIFTY products, but in future it can be a two-way process. Indian companies can also raise 
international capital from this exchange. Foreign companies, especially from south-Asia can raise capital here,” he 
added. 
Loh Boon Chye, CEO of Singapore Exchange, in his virtual address said the formal opening of the SGX office in GIFT 
City will make the cooperation with NSE stronger. “We are also excited to announce the launch of our GIFT Data 
Connect, another significant achievement in delivering the NSE IFSC-SGX Connect. The GIFT Data Connect enables 
SGX international members to access real-time trading data of NIFTY contracts…, giving investors unrivalled insights 
into India’s equity markets,” the SGX official said. 
Vikram Limaye, MD and CEO of NSE, said the launch of the market Data Connect brings NSE IFSC-SGX connect one 
step closer to operationalising. “This market Data Connect will allow SGX members to read the price data of NIFTY 
derivatives products at NSE IFSC real-time. It will help them fine-tune their trading strategies in preparation for the 
connect to go live… Our teams are working closely to set up the Connect infrastructure to ensure smooth transition 
of trading derivatives through NSE IFSC.” 
Limaye said the NSE IFSC SGX connect showcases the “close cooperation” between India and Singapore where the 
progress is being supported at the highest levels of both the governments. 
Tapan Ray, Group CEO of GIFT City, said the development between NSE and SGX will “chart the course for trading of 
SGX NIFTY products on Indian soil through the IFSC platform at GIFT City”. “The landmark step will not only attract 
global investors and increase the participant base, but will also encourage many more offshore entities to establish 
their presence in GIFT City… Connectivity across two international platforms — one at GIFT CIty and other at 
Singapore… will augment capital market flows between India and rest of the world,” Ray added. 
Cheong Ming Foong, Consul General of Singapore in Mumbai, said the SGX office in GIfT City is a “concrete 
manifestation” of the excellent relationship between Singapore and India. He said the project will enhance 
investments and capital markets flows into India. He said the full fledged operation of NSE IFSC-SGX Connect is likely 
to only around Vibrant Gujarat summit that will be held in the earlier part of January 2022. 

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/sgx-inaugurates-offshore-office-at-gift-ifsc/article37122074.ece
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https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/ahmedabad/new-platform-to-help-india-raise-foreign-capital-by-end-of-21-
ifsca-chairperson-7585315/ 
 
Money9 
NSE inks deal with SGX; check details 
Contracts based on NSE's Bank Nifty Index are also to be traded on SGX 
23 October 2021 
 
National Stock Exchange (NSE) has signed a deal with the Singapore Stock Exchange (SGX) which would enable 
investors to trade all derivative contracts based on the NSE’s products at Gujarat’s GIFT City. The deal comes three 
years after leading Indian stock exchanges threatened to cut its ties with the Singapore stock exchange, owing to 
fears that such trading would make global investors jumping from Indian bourses to foreign bourses. 
Other derivative contracts to be traded soon 
The new arrangement between NSE and SGX will allow investors from around the world to trade in investors based 
on Indian stocks and indices on a platform that is under India’s jurisdiction. It will be working from early morning for 
investors in Japan and till late night for investors in US. 
According to a release from the NSE, SGX India Connect IFSC also opened its office in GIFT city and announced that it 
would launch GIFT Data Connect in the day. Through this connectivity, global investors will get real-time access to 
Nifty’s trading data. 
At present, only Nifty futures contracts are traded on the Singapore exchange, of which SGX Nifty is the most 
popular one. Later, once the link between SGX and NSE stabilises, popular derivative contracts like SGX Nifty and 
products based on NSE’s other indices could be traded on the new platform that will be run by SGX India Connect 
IFSC, the joint venture company. 
Also, contracts based on NSE’s Bank Nifty Index are also to be traded on SGX. 
According to the publication, the opening up of new office and the data connection will enable global investors to 
use live NSE data to fine tune their trading strategies. 
 
https://www.money9.com/news/markets/nse-inks-deal-with-sgx-check-details-91670.html 
 
Bloomberg Quint 
NSE-Singapore Exchange trading link set to go live early next year 
22 October 2021 
 

 
 
The National Stock Exchange of India Ltd.'s Singapore trading link through the international financial services centre 
in Gujarat will begin early next year. The NSE IFSC-SGX has opened its office at the GIFT City in Ahmedabad with the 
launch of the market-data connect between the two financial centres, NSE IFSC said in a statement. It will start 
disseminating data from NSE IFSC starting Nov. 1, Singapore Exchange Ltd. said in a statement. 
It will start disseminating data from NSE IFSC starting Nov. 1, Singapore Exchange Ltd. said in a statement. All SGX 
members will get price data of Nifty derivatives at NSE IFSC in real time. The connect is likely to go live early January 

https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/ahmedabad/new-platform-to-help-india-raise-foreign-capital-by-end-of-21-ifsca-chairperson-7585315/
https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/ahmedabad/new-platform-to-help-india-raise-foreign-capital-by-end-of-21-ifsca-chairperson-7585315/
https://www.money9.com/news/markets/nse-inks-deal-with-sgx-check-details-91670.html
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around Vibrant Gujarat, according to the statements. The trading link will provide front-month data including open, 
high, low, last close and net change for three key products: 
NSE IFSC Nifty 50 Index Futures  
NSE IFSC Nifty Bank Index futures  
NSE IFSC Nifty IT Index futures 
The SGX has set up its special purpose vehicles at GIFT City and the exchanges are working to take the connect live 
ahead of schedule. Earlier, the software and hardware were expected to be in place by the end of the year and 
testing was scheduled to start in the January-March quarter. 
Once the link is live, contracts mirroring Nifty products traded in Singapore will be transferred to the NSE IFSC 
platform in a staggered manner. Investors registered with the NSE IFSC will be allowed to trade in the SGX products. 
The Indian bourse already offers a Nifty dollar-based contract in GIFT City. The trading link includes two clearing 
corporations—one each in GIFT City and in Singapore. 
The contracts will be settled in India and transferred to the SGX, allowing foreign investors to cross or transfer 
margins between accounts on the SGX platforms after squaring off positions. India will grandfather or exempt 
Singapore-registered clients from the KYC requirement and the two regulators have agreed to share information. 
The agreement between the NSE and the SGX had paved the way to withdraw arbitration proceedings initiated after 
India’s largest bourse, along with domestic peers, in 2018 stopped sharing pricing data to protect index futures from 
shifting offshore. 
 
https://www.bloombergquint.com/markets/nse-singapore-exchange-trading-link-set-to-go-live-early-next-year 
 
CNBC TV18 
Singapore Exchange opens offshore office at IFSC-GIFT City 
22 October 2021 
 
Singapore Exchange (SGX) on Friday announced the opening of its offshore office in India at the international 
financial services centre (IFSC) at GIFT City. In his virtual address, SGX Chief Executive Officer Loh Boon Chye also 
announced the launch of 'GIFT Data Connect', which will allow the SGX's international members to access real-time 
trading data of "Nifty contracts via our derivatives trading platform, giving investors unrivalled insights into India's 
equity market", according to an official statement. 
Besides, the trading link between SGX and the National Stock Exchange (NSE) in GIFT City, better known as the NSE-
IFSC SGX Connect, might get operational early next year. Incorporating international best practices, the NSE-IFSC SGX 
Connect will facilitate investor access and enhance capital flows with Nifty at its heart, he added. 
The NSE IFSC-SGX Connect aims to bring together the trading of Nifty products to GIFT City and create a larger pool 
of liquidity, comprising international and home market participants. In his opening remarks during the launch, 
National Stock Exchange MD and CEO Vikram Limaye said the NSE along with SGX is committed to having a unified 
order book in NIFTY products at GIFT City at the earliest. 
"The launch of the Market Data Connect is also an important milestone, which brings us one step closer towards 
operationalising the NSEIFSC-SGX Connect at GIFT international financial services centre (IFSC)," he said. Limaye 
added that this Market Data Connect will allow the SGX members to read the price data of NIFTY derivative products 
at NSEIFSC in real-time. 
"Our teams are working closely to set up the Connect infrastructure to ensure a smooth transition of trading in NIFTY 
derivatives to NSE-IFSC. In this endeavour, we are engaging with SGX and NSE-IFSC members and international 
participants for seamless trading access in GIFT-City," Limaye said. "We look forward to the full-fledge operation of 
the NSE-IFSC SGX connect at GIFT city around the Vibrant Gujarat Summit likely to be held in January 2022," Tapan 
Ray, MD and Group CEO, GIFT City, was quoted in a statement issued by NSE. 
"We are also seeing the launch of GIFT Data Connect, which is the key element of the overall operationalisation of 
the NSE-IFSC SGX Connect. This will help in bringing GIFT City closer to the global investor community and it will 
create a forum for giving a greater insight into the Indian equity market," he added. IFSC Authority Chairman Injeti 
Srinivas said that with this further progress which "we have made by setting up this subsidiary of SGX in GIFT IFSC 
and also opening up of GIFT Data connect, we should be able to operationalise and commence by the year-end". 
In September 2020, the NSE and the SGX had entered into a formal agreement to cement the key terms for 
operationalising the NSE IFSC-SGX Connect. In addition, they also withdraw the arbitration proceedings. 
 
https://www.cnbctv18.com/market/singapore-exchange-opens-offshore-office-at-ifsc-gift-city-11199442.htm 

https://www.bloombergquint.com/markets/nse-singapore-exchange-trading-link-set-to-go-live-early-next-year
https://www.cnbctv18.com/market/singapore-exchange-opens-offshore-office-at-ifsc-gift-city-11199442.htm
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Zee Business 
Singapore Exchange opens offshore office at IFSC-GIFT City 
The NSE-IFSC SGX Connect will facilitate investor access and enhance capital flows with Nifty at its heart. 
22 October 2021 
 
Singapore Exchange (SGX) on Friday announced the opening of its offshore office in India at the international 
financial services centre (IFSC) at GIFT City. 
In his virtual address, SGX Chief Executive Officer Loh Boon Chye also announced the launch of 'GIFT Data Connect', 
which will allow the SGX's international members to access real-time trading data of "Nifty contracts via our 
derivatives trading platform, giving investors unrivalled insights into India's equity market", according to an official 
statement. 
Besides, the trading link between SGX and the National Stock Exchange (NSE) in GIFT City, better known as the NSE-
IFSC SGX Connect, might get operational early next year. 
Incorporating international best practices, the NSE-IFSC SGX Connect will facilitate investor access and enhance 
capital flows with Nifty at its heart, he added. 
The NSE IFSC-SGX Connect aims to bring together the trading of Nifty products to GIFT City and create a larger pool 
of liquidity, comprising international and home market participants. 
In his opening remarks during the launch, National Stock Exchange MD and CEO Vikram Limaye said the NSE along 
with SGX is committed to having a unified order book in NIFTY products at GIFT City at the earliest. 
"The launch of the Market Data Connect is also an important milestone, which brings us one step closer towards 
operationalising the NSEIFSC-SGX Connect at GIFT international financial services centre (IFSC)," he said. 
Limaye added that this Market Data Connect will allow the SGX members to read the price data of NIFTY derivative 
products at NSEIFSC in real-time. 
"Our teams are working closely to set up the Connect infrastructure to ensure a smooth transition of trading in NIFTY 
derivatives to NSE-IFSC. In this endeavour, we are engaging with SGX and NSE-IFSC members and international 
participants for seamless trading access in GIFT-City," Limaye said. 
"We look forward to the full-fledge operation of the NSE-IFSC SGX connect at GIFT city around the Vibrant Gujarat 
Summit likely to be held in January 2022," Tapan Ray, MD and Group CEO, GIFT City, was quoted in a statement 
issued by NSE. 
"We are also seeing the launch of GIFT Data Connect, which is the key element of the overall operationalisation of 
the NSE-IFSC SGX Connect. This will help in bringing GIFT City closer to the global investor community and it will 
create a forum for giving a greater insight into the Indian equity market," he added. 
IFSC Authority Chairman Injeti Srinivas said that with this further progress which "we have made by setting up this 
subsidiary of SGX in GIFT IFSC and also opening up of GIFT Data connect, we should be able to operationalise and 
commence by the year-end". 
In September 2020, the NSE and the SGX had entered into a formal agreement to cement the key terms for 
operationalising the NSE IFSC-SGX Connect. In addition, they also withdraw the arbitration proceedings. 
 
https://www.zeebiz.com/companies/news-singapore-exchange-opens-offshore-office-at-ifsc-gift-city-168575 
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The Week 
Singapore Exchange opens offshore office at IFSC-GIFT City 
22 October 2021 
 
Singapore Exchange (SGX) on Friday announced the opening of its offshore office in India at the international 
financial services centre (IFSC) at GIFT City. 
In his virtual address, SGX Chief Executive Officer Loh Boon Chye also announced the launch of 'GIFT Data Connect', 
which will allow the SGX's international members to access real-time trading data of "Nifty contracts via our 
derivatives trading platform, giving investors unrivalled insights into India's equity market", according to an official 
statement. 
Besides, the trading link between SGX and the National Stock Exchange (NSE) in GIFT City, better known as the NSE-
IFSC SGX Connect, might get operational early next year. 
Incorporating international best practices, the NSE-IFSC SGX Connect will facilitate investor access and enhance 
capital flows with Nifty at its heart, he added. 
The NSE IFSC-SGX Connect aims to bring together the trading of Nifty products to GIFT City and create a larger pool 
of liquidity, comprising international and home market participants. 
In his opening remarks during the launch, National Stock Exchange MD and CEO Vikram Limaye said the NSE along 
with SGX is committed to having a unified order book in NIFTY products at GIFT City at the earliest. 
"The launch of the Market Data Connect is also an important milestone, which brings us one step closer towards 
operationalising the NSEIFSC-SGX Connect at GIFT international financial services centre (IFSC)," he said. 
Limaye added that this Market Data Connect will allow the SGX members to read the price data of NIFTY derivative 
products at NSEIFSC in real-time. 
"Our teams are working closely to set up the Connect infrastructure to ensure a smooth transition of trading in NIFTY 
derivatives to NSE-IFSC. In this endeavour, we are engaging with SGX and NSE-IFSC members and international 
participants for seamless trading access in GIFT-City," Limaye said. 
"We look forward to the full-fledge operation of the NSE-IFSC SGX connect at GIFT city around the Vibrant Gujarat 
Summit likely to be held in January 2022," Tapan Ray, MD and Group CEO, GIFT City, was quoted in a statement 
issued by NSE. 
"We are also seeing the launch of GIFT Data Connect, which is the key element of the overall operationalisation of 
the NSE-IFSC SGX Connect. This will help in bringing GIFT City closer to the global investor community and it will 
create a forum for giving a greater insight into the Indian equity market," he added. 
IFSC Authority Chairman Injeti Srinivas said that with this further progress which "we have made by setting up this 
subsidiary of SGX in GIFT IFSC and also opening up of GIFT Data connect, we should be able to operationalise and 
commence by the year-end". 
In September 2020, the NSE and the SGX had entered into a formal agreement to cement the key terms for 
operationalising the NSE IFSC-SGX Connect. In addition, they also withdraw the arbitration proceedings. 
 
https://www.theweek.in/wire-updates/business/2021/10/22/dcm42-biz-gift-city-singapore-exchange.html 
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Businessworld 
Singapore Exchange opens offshore office at IFSC-GIFT City 
The NSE IFSC-SGX Connect aims to bring together the trading of Nifty products to GIFT City and create a larger pool 
of liquidity, comprising international and home market participants. 
23 October 2021 
 
Singapore Exchange (SGX) on Friday announced the opening of its offshore office in India at the international 
financial services centre (IFSC) at GIFT City. In his virtual address, SGX Chief Executive Officer Loh Boon Chye also 
announced the launch of 'GIFT Data Connect', which will allow the SGX's international members to access real-time 
trading data of "Nifty contracts via our derivatives trading platform, giving investors unrivalled insights into India's 
equity market", according to an official statement.  
Besides, the trading link between SGX and the National Stock Exchange (NSE) in GIFT City, better known as the NSE-
IFSC SGX Connect, might get operational early next year. Incorporating international best practices, the NSE-IFSC SGX 
Connect will facilitate investor access and enhance capital flows with Nifty at its heart, he added. 
The NSE IFSC-SGX Connect aims to bring together the trading of Nifty products to GIFT City and create a larger pool 
of liquidity, comprising international and home market participants. In his opening remarks during the launch, 
National Stock Exchange MD and CEO Vikram Limaye said the NSE along with SGX is committed to having a unified 
order book in NIFTY products at GIFT City at the earliest. 
"The launch of the Market Data Connect is also an important milestone, which brings us one step closer towards 
operationalising the NSEIFSC-SGX Connect at GIFT international financial services centre (IFSC)," he said. Limaye 
added that this Market Data Connect will allow the SGX members to read the price data of NIFTY derivative products 
at NSEIFSC in real-time. 
"Our teams are working closely to set up the Connect infrastructure to ensure a smooth transition of trading in NIFTY 
derivatives to NSE-IFSC. In this endeavour, we are engaging with SGX and NSE-IFSC members and international 
participants for seamless trading access in GIFT-City," Limaye said. "We look forward to the full-fledge operation of 
the NSE-IFSC SGX connect at GIFT city around the Vibrant Gujarat Summit likely to be held in January 2022," Tapan 
Ray, MD and Group CEO, GIFT City, was quoted in a statement issued by NSE. 
"We are also seeing the launch of GIFT Data Connect, which is the key element of the overall operationalisation of 
the NSE-IFSC SGX Connect. This will help in bringing GIFT City closer to the global investor community and it will 
create a forum for giving a greater insight into the Indian equity market," he added. IFSC Authority Chairman Injeti 
Srinivas said that with this further progress which "we have made by setting up this subsidiary of SGX in GIFT IFSC 
and also opening up of GIFT Data connect, we should be able to operationalise and commence by the year-end". 
In September 2020, the NSE and the SGX had entered into a formal agreement to cement the key terms for 
operationalising the NSE IFSC-SGX Connect. In addition, they also withdraw the arbitration proceedings. 
 
http://www.businessworld.in/article/Singapore-Exchange-Opens-Offshore-Office-At-IFSC-GIFT-City/23-10-2021-
409637/ 
 
Devdiscourse 
Singapore Exchange opens offshore office at IFSC-GIFT City 
22 October 2021 
 
Singapore Exchange (SGX) on Friday announced the opening of its offshore office in India at the international 
financial services centre (IFSC) at GIFT City. 
In his virtual address, SGX Chief Executive Officer Loh Boon Chye also announced the launch of 'GIFT Data Connect', 
which will allow the SGX's international members to access real-time trading data of "Nifty contracts via our 
derivatives trading platform, giving investors unrivalled insights into India's equity market", according to an official 
statement. 
Besides, the trading link between SGX and the National Stock Exchange (NSE) in GIFT City, better known as the NSE-
IFSC SGX Connect, might get operational early next year. 
Incorporating international best practices, the NSE-IFSC SGX Connect will facilitate investor access and enhance 
capital flows with Nifty at its heart, he added. 
The NSE IFSC-SGX Connect aims to bring together the trading of Nifty products to GIFT City and create a larger pool 
of liquidity, comprising international and home market participants. 

http://www.businessworld.in/article/Singapore-Exchange-Opens-Offshore-Office-At-IFSC-GIFT-City/23-10-2021-409637/
http://www.businessworld.in/article/Singapore-Exchange-Opens-Offshore-Office-At-IFSC-GIFT-City/23-10-2021-409637/
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In his opening remarks during the launch, National Stock Exchange MD and CEO Vikram Limaye said the NSE along 
with SGX is committed to having a unified order book in NIFTY products at GIFT City at the earliest. 
"The launch of the Market Data Connect is also an important milestone, which brings us one step closer towards 
operationalising the NSEIFSC-SGX Connect at GIFT international financial services centre (IFSC)," he said. 
Limaye added that this Market Data Connect will allow the SGX members to read the price data of NIFTY derivative 
products at NSEIFSC in real-time. 
"Our teams are working closely to set up the Connect infrastructure to ensure a smooth transition of trading in NIFTY 
derivatives to NSE-IFSC. In this endeavour, we are engaging with SGX and NSE-IFSC members and international 
participants for seamless trading access in GIFT-City," Limaye said. 
"We look forward to the full-fledge operation of the NSE-IFSC SGX connect at GIFT city around the Vibrant Gujarat 
Summit likely to be held in January 2022," Tapan Ray, MD and Group CEO, GIFT City, was quoted in a statement 
issued by NSE. 
"We are also seeing the launch of GIFT Data Connect, which is the key element of the overall operationalisation of 
the NSE-IFSC SGX Connect. This will help in bringing GIFT City closer to the global investor community and it will 
create a forum for giving a greater insight into the Indian equity market," he added. 
IFSC Authority Chairman Injeti Srinivas said that with this further progress which "we have made by setting up this 
subsidiary of SGX in GIFT IFSC and also opening up of GIFT Data connect, we should be able to operationalise and 
commence by the year-end". 
In September 2020, the NSE and the SGX had entered into a formal agreement to cement the key terms for 
operationalising the NSE IFSC-SGX Connect. In addition, they also withdraw the arbitration proceedings. 
 
https://www.devdiscourse.com/article/business/1778108-singapore-exchange-opens-offshore-office-at-ifsc-gift-city 
 
Navjeevan Express 
Singapore Exchange opens offshore office at IFSC-GIFT City 
24 October 2021 

 
 
 
The proposed trading link between Singapore Exchange (SGX) and the National Stock Exchange (NSE) at the GIFT City 
IFSC could become operational early next year. 
Known as NSE-SGX Gift Connect, it will enable the Singapore bourse’s clients to trade in Nifty derivatives at the NSE 
IFSC. Nifty derivatives contracts are among the most traded on the SGX. They are used by global investors to hedge 
their India exposure. 

https://www.devdiscourse.com/article/business/1778108-singapore-exchange-opens-offshore-office-at-ifsc-gift-city
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“We look forward to full-fledged operation of the NSE IFSC-SGX connect at GIFT City around the Vibrant Gujarat 
Summit likely to be held in January 2022,” said Tapan Ray, managing director and group chief executive officer, GIFT 
City. 
He was speaking at an event organised to mark the inauguration of SGX’s office at GIFT City, which will also house a 
data centre — Market Data Connect. 
“With this further progress, which we have made by setting up this subsidiary of SGX in GIFT IFSC and also opening 
up of GIFT Data connect, we should be able to operationalise and commence by the year end,” said Injeti Srinivas, 
chairman, IFSC Authority. The NSE-SGX GIFT City connect has been in the works for many years now. It was proposed 
after Indian bourses decided to end licensing agreements with their foreign counterparts in 2018. 
 
“The launch of the Market Data Connect brings us one step closer towards operationalising the NSE IFSC -SGX 
connect at GIFT IFSC. This will allow the SGX members to read the price data of Nifty derivative products at NSE IFSC 
in real time, which will help them to fine tune their trading strategies in preparation for the connect to go live,” said 
Vikram Limaye, MD and CEO, NSE. Loh Boon Chye, CEO, SGX, added: “The GIFT Data Connect enables SGX’s 
international members to access real-time trading data of Nifty contracts via our derivatives trading platform, giving 
investors unrivalled insights into India’s equity market.” 
 
https://navjeevanexpress.com/nse-sgx-gift-city-connect-could-go-live-around-vibrant-gujarat-next-january/ 
 
Hindu Business Line 
Nifty deal 
24 October 2021 
 
The process to transition Nifty contracts traded on Singapore Exchange to GIFT should be smoothened 
The resolution of the long-standing dispute over trading of Nifty contracts on the Singapore stock exchange appears 
near at hand with the establishment of GIFT Data Connect, which allows international traders in Singapore to access 
live trading data from the NSE IFSC. The next step is commencement of trading of the SGX Nifty contracts on the 
GIFT City exchange; the Centre should do all it can to smoothen the transition. The Nifty futures trading on the SGX 
has grown over the years to now account for a substantial portion of the total turnover. This migration of volume 
from Indian bourses not only impacted domestic liquidity, but also resulted in a loss to the Indian exchequer. The 
dispute intensified in 2018 when the domestic bourses stopped providing live data feed to SGX. The Singapore 
bourse retaliated, creating an index mimicking the Nifty50 which could be traded on the SGX. With the issue entering 
international arbitration, a resolution appeared far away. But the issue is moving towards an amicable settlement 
with both exchanges agreeing to shift the trading of the contracts under dispute to the NSE platform in the GIFT City 
in a way that is beneficial to both NSE and SGX. 
The establishment of the GIFT Data Connect is the first step in rolling out the transition. It is heartening to note that 
efforts are being made to commence trading of the contracts in GIFT city by early next year. The SGX office set up in 
the IFSC will help route the trades from Singapore to India; international investors trading in Singapore would soon 
be transacting on NSE’s exchange platform in the Indian offshore financial centre. The Centre has created a very 
competitive ecosystem in the GIFT IFSC through tax waivers and concessions, exemptions from the Companies Act, 
establishing an international dispute resolution mechanism and a unified regulator in the IFSC. With the basic 
building blocks in place, it’s now time to work towards attracting foreign investors. This is a challenging task since 

https://navjeevanexpress.com/nse-sgx-gift-city-connect-could-go-live-around-vibrant-gujarat-next-january/
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international investors typically gravitate towards offshore centres with higher participation, where price discovery is 
better and bid-ask spreads are lower. The transfer of traders and investors in SGX Nifty contracts to the GIFT IFSC 
can help provide the critical mass to build a sustainable pool of investors. This influx of new investors will be 
beneficial since they are quite likely to invest in other indices, stocks and bonds issued and traded on the Indian 
offshore centre. 
The RBI and the Centre should ensure that procedures for registration of investors transitioning from Singapore is as 
smooth as in other offshore centres. Regulators need to bear in mind that experience of these investors is likely to 
act as a guidepost for future investors. The infrastructure should be tested well to ensure glitch-free trading 
experience. Finally, foreign investors prefer jurisdiction with policy certainty, therefore policy flip-flops should be 
avoided. 
 
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/opinion/editorial/nifty-deal/article37151575.ece 
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The Business Times 
SGX opens office in India's Gift City; to launch Gift Data Connect for real-time Nifty data insight 
22 October 2021 
 
SINGAPORE Exchange (SGX) on Friday (Oct 22) announced the official opening of its SGX-International Financial 
Services Centre (IFSC) office in India's Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (Gift City). The office will kick-start SGX 
India Connect IFSC, a special purpose vehicle that will facilitate SGX's upcoming connect with India's National Stock 
Exchange (NSE). 
The bourse said it also intends to launch Gift Data Connect, which will provide SGX's international members with 
access to real-time trading data of Nifty contracts via its derivatives trading platform. This will give investors 
"unrivalled insights into India's equity market", it said. 
The upcoming NSE IFSC-SGX Connect aims to bring together the trading of Nifty products in Gift City and create a 
larger pool of liquidity comprising international and home market participants. 
NSE managing director and chief executive officer (CEO) Vikram Limaye said that this is currently being implemented 
with the guidance of IFSC Authority, with NSE and SGX committed to making it operational "at the earliest". 
In his opening remarks at the inauguration of the Gift City office on Oct 22, CEO Loh Boon Chye said the new office 
brings the bourse's cooperation with NSE, its long-term partner, "ever closer". 
Gift Data Connect also represents another significant achievement in delivering the NSE IFSC-SGX Connect, he added. 
NSE's Limaye said he expects Gift Data Connect to help SGX members "fine-tune their trading strategies in 
preparation for the connect to go live". 
Loh noted: "Incorporating international best practices, the NSE IFSC-SGX Connect will facilitate investor access and 
enhance capital flows with Nifty at its heart. Through Gift Data Connect, we will bring capital markets together in 
innovative and sustainable ways, with the trust and efficiency that SGX is known for." 
 
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/companies-markets/sgx-opens-office-in-indias-gift-city-to-launch-gift-data-
connect-for-real-time 

https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/companies-markets/sgx-opens-office-in-indias-gift-city-to-launch-gift-data-connect-for-real-time
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/companies-markets/sgx-opens-office-in-indias-gift-city-to-launch-gift-data-connect-for-real-time
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The Edge Singapore 
SGX opens IFSC office in India, to provide real time Nifty insights via GIFT Connect 
22 October 2021 
 

 
 
Investors in the Indian market will soon be able to have a closer sense of the pulse of the Indian equity market. 
This is as the Singapore Exchange (SGX) announces the inauguration of SGX India Connect IFSC, an international 
financial services centre in Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (GIFT City). 
The IFSC is a special purpose vehicle that will enable the trading and clearing of Nifty products under GIFT Connect. 
Nifty refers to the National Stock Exchange Fifty, the equity benchmark index of India’s National Stock Exchange. 
SGX says it also intends to launch Gift Data Connect, which will provide SGX's international members “with real-time 
access to Nifty trading data and unrivalled insights into one of the world’s most exciting opportunities” in the Indian 
market. 
The two bourses have “mutual growth and liquidity as our focus”, and through this collaboration, they add that they 
are working together to serve market participants around the world and create value for customers. 
“Incorporating international best practices, the NSE IFSC-SGX Connect will facilitate investor access and enhance 
capital flows with Nifty at its heart,” SGX says. 
 
https://www.theedgesingapore.com/amp/news/markets/sgx-opens-ifsc-office-india-provide-real-time-nifty-
insights-gift-connect 
 
Fin News Asia 
SGX opens offshore office in India 
22 October 2021 
 
The office will kick-start SGX India Connect IFSC, a special purpose vehicle that will facilitate SGX's upcoming connect 
with India's National Stock Exchange (NSE). 
Singapore Exchange (SGX) has opened the SGX-International Financial Services Centre (IFSC) office in India's Gujarat 
International Finance Tec-City (Gift City), according to a «Business Times» report on Friday. 
SGX will also be launching Gift Data Connect to provide SGX's international members with access to real-time trading 
data of Nifty contracts via its derivatives trading platform and give investors «unrivalled insights into India's equity 
market,» the newspaper said. 
The upcoming NSE IFSC-SGX Connect aims to bring together the trading of Nifty products in Gift City and create a 
larger pool of liquidity comprising international and home market participants. 
https://www.finews.asia/finance/35598-sgx-opens-india-office-india-national-stock-exchange-ifsc-nifty 
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The Business Times 
Daily Debrief: What happened today 
22 October 2021 
 
SGX opens office in India's Gift City; to launch Gift Data Connect for real-time Nifty data insight 
THE office will kick-start SGX India Connect IFSC, a special purpose vehicle that will facilitate SGX's upcoming connect 
with India's National Stock Exchange (NSE). 
 
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/government-economy/daily-debrief-what-happened-today-1513 
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